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SECULAR PERTUPBATI0:f3  IM THE ELEMENTS  OF THE EARTH'S ORBIT 
AND ASTROLOGICAL THEORY  OF CLIMATE  VARIATIONS 

By:    Sh.G. Sharaf and N.A.  Budnikova 

Summary 

The present paper deals with the astronomical theory of climate 
variations.    The tables  of secular perturbations  in the Earth's orbital 
elements  for 3x10" years time interval backward and 1x10° years time 
interval forward from the epoch 1050.0 are Riven.     The secular course 
of the solar radiation  (in    canonical'   units)  in the Earth's latitude 
65° north and south is  illu^trntod by means  of the tables and diagrams 
for the same interval of time since 1950.0 arjd in the  form of the diagrams 
for the past 3x10^ years  and the future lxl0b years, the "equivalent 
latitudes bein.^ used instoad of the  radiation values in canonical units. 
Ihe problem of temperature cnan.ies due to the variations in solar radiation 
arrivint; at the Earth's surface is discussed, only the influence of celes- 
tial-mechanic factors on the Sun's radiation being considered. 

Introduction 

Problems of variations of the Earth's climate depending on changes 

of astronomical factors have always been of great interest to astronomers 

and mathematicians.    Mitch, Kroll, Boll, Hargreaves and others have attempted 

to determine the connection between the climate variations and the change 

of Ihe form and position of the Earth's orbit in relation to the Sun. 

However, only M.  Milankovitch—a Yugoslavian astronomer, who devoted al- 

most his entire life to this problem (his  first studies in this  field ap- 

peared in 1913, and the last in 1057)—was successful in creating an 

orderly astronomic theory on the variations of the Earth's climate caused 

by the solar irradiation and three factors of celestial mechanics:    inclin- 

ation of the ecliptic to the equator, eccentricity, and the longitude of 

perihelion of the Earth's orbit. 

Ttoe solar constant and the period of the Earth's revolution around 

the Sun, as values having slight secular variations, are accepted as con- 

stant in this theory.     In order to chararterize the climatic changes   for 
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For determining ^xil ^^ WIV "t^16 li^ts of integration are replaced 

by - and ~7-r.Tor the auturan and by ^-T: and 2r: for the winter, respectively, 

in the formulas  (I*)  and (6).    After small transformations, noting that 

Wj-. = WjV, we can write the following for the radiation of the winter 

astronomic half-year: 

ww ' wi21 + ^V 
or 

TJ,. 
\vu ^ \vt - ~~^ ^i'i ? sin ^ 4- r^siI' ?cos so ^-)c (8) 

The Arctic zone.    The Arctic zone, the latitudes of which satisfy 

the relations 5 > -r,: —£ in the northern hemisphere andv<—7-rfin the 

southern, has days with sunrise and sunset, without sunset, and without 

sunrise. 

The Sun's altitude in the upper and lower culminations is determined 

by the equalities 

K -■ 7 — «P -r I, 

(9) 

Consequently, during the days with sunrise and sunset it should be 

/«.>0,  /...<(.' 
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as this is done by M.  Milankovitch.    However, with an increase of 9 these 

series converge slovly; therefore, it is more expedient to use one of 

the methods of quadrature  for the integration. 

Formulas (13) - (lo) were obtained for the latitude ? of the northern 

hemisphere.    However, it was indicated above that  formulas (h) and (6) — 

from which ve proceeded in the derivation of formulas (13)- (16)—are such 

that with the replacement of ? by—f and '. by   >•-{--   the value W does not 

change.     From this we can draw a conclusion that a unit of surface at any 

latitude of the southern hemisphere obtains as much radip.tion during its 

astronomical summer half-year as a unit of surface at the same latitude 

of the northern hemisphere durin1: its astronomical summer half-year.    This 

situation is also true for the  astronomical winter half-year. 

Consequently, if we Jesit^nate the amount of radiation obtained by a 

unit of surface at the latitude   r of the southern hemisphere during the 

astronomical summer and winter half-years by Ws and Ww, then 

W^Wl-i-MV^t.] (17) 

The amount of radiation obtained by a unit of area at the latitude <? 

during the entire year T will be 

According to formula (17) , 

WT = V.'T. 

WJ, IP, ttVs, A'I7.. , contained in formula (17), are determined by 

the same  formulas  (13) - (lo).    However, it should be pointed out that 

although   i'/, = !^  and !7tf-^ Ii"^    , the thermal conditions  at the same lati- 

tudes during the analogous  astronomical half-years  in the northern and 

southern hemispheres will be different.    According to Kepler's second law, 

the Sun passes over equal segments of arc at different sections of the 

ecliptic during different time intervals.    Thus, at present the heat 
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In order to characterize the secular rate of solar irradiation of 

the Earth we con also use other relations, as was already mentioned. 

Formulas  (36) and (37) make it possible to determine the quantity 

of heat obtained by a unit of area at the latitude ? during one caloric 

half-year In the epoch t. 

(•♦l) 

For the initial moment t = t0 formulas (1*1) will be rewritten as 

follows 

(?;:-i:-:-'^nii„ ] 

(l»2) 
nil,, 

The secular inaolation variations during caloric half-years for the 

time Interval t - t0 will be 

i(;(r — AHv^ — "'-V'Mu [I. 

m 

Having computed, as above, in a series of moments   i(/,. ~0„- -Qs- ^Q, 

we will be  able to trace secular variations of the six-month irradiation 

for a given latitude.    The irradiation variations in terms of time will 

depend on the variations of     -\ = - >sin!l    in terms of time.    Here, as 

above, -Vi\. ^'1',, and ra are constant values for a given latitude f . 

It is not necessary to discuss here in detail the theory of secular 
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than 0.0050.      Here we can speak about periods of 100,000 years, U23,000 

years, and because of commensurability of 5 terms—a 1,200 - 1,300 year 

period. 
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CHAPTER 2 

COMPOTATIOf? OF SECULAR VARIATION IN THE SOLAR IRRADIATION 
OF THE EARTH   DURING A LONG PERIOD OF TIME 

1».    Tables of Secular Variations in the Elements of the Earth's Orbit 

We computed the perturbed values of .-sinn. ccu.-H, r, e for a 30-million- 

year period backward from 1950 with an interval of 5,000 years.    In addition 

we computed the perturbed values of    ^(esinU)  and   &*    for time segments 

amounting to 100,000 years with 1,000-year intervals.    Because of the 

large volume of tables the results of these computations were given in our 

paper (Sharaf, Budnikova, 1967) in the form of graphs, representing the dis- 

turbed values of the eccentricity of the earth orbit and the inclination of 

the ecliptic to the equator.    Here we consider it useful to present a port 

of the computed tables, namely those which contain the -•cular variations 

of n and e for a period of 100 thousand years backward from 1950 with a 

1,000-year interval (see Table '♦).    Here 

A(esin !l)~esir. If —^aiii lJfl, A; ^ j — c0. 

The initial values e sin n and  c for the moment 1950.0 will be 

'^sinlf^O.ÜlU'i.V.,   cu^23;Vi)7. 

In Table 5 are given   A(r sin II) and  A= values for 3 million years back- 

ward from 1950 with a 5,000-year interval.    In Tables 1« and 5 -V^iir!)   is 

expressed in radians, and Ac  in degrees. 
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position of the n on-stationary elliptic.    In the calculation of the pre- 

cession we took into consideration only the mean value of the position of 

the point of the vernal equinox.    On the basis of these results and by 

utilizing the ^°, .is,       Qs i a values obtained by Milankovltch, Woerkom 

(1938) constructed the curves of the sucsser Insolation for the latitude 

65° of both hemispheres  for one Bullion years backward from 1950. 

As nentloned above t we obtained the insolation curves by proceeding 

from the perturbed values of inclination of the ecliptic to the equator» 

the eccentricity and the longitude of the perihelion of the Earth's orbit 

obtained by us. 

We based the computation of these values on Brouwer's and Woerkom*s theory 

of secular perturbations in the elements of orbits of large planets; in 

order to detemine the precession values we used our trigonometric pre- 

cession formulas (Charaf,    cuinikova, 1067), in which we accepted the 

recent values of astronomic constants recoTCnended by the International 

Astronomical Union. 

In Tic. 2 are given curves of the solar insolation for 650Ht obtained 

by Milankovltch, Woerkom and us.    As the curves shew, despite some dif- 

ferences in the initial  data, the results of the three investigations agree 

rather well. 

8.    Conputation of Insolation  for One Million Years Forward 

The determination of the insolation variation under the influence of 

the celestial-mechanical factors and for the geological future is also of 

great interest. 

We computed the perturbed values of the inclination of the ecliptic 

to the equator, the eccentricity and longitude of the perihelion for one 

million years  forward fro-n 1950 with an interval of 5000 years.    The graphs 

of Fig.   3 and U show perturbed values of the eccentricity and the inclin- 

ation of the ecliptic to the equator.    Table 10 contains secular variations 
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Simpson assumes that the mean temperature of the warmest month u^ 

can be identified with the mean summer temperature, and the mean tempera- 

ture of coldest month can be identified with the mean winter temperature; 

that the difference between the summer and winter insolation for any place 

and for any dat* varies in the same proportion as the difference between 

the summer and the winter temperature, and the ratio of variation between 

the summer and the winter temperatures is directly proportional to the 

ratio of variation between the summer and the winter variations.    That is, 

M .  "I. 

tt„ ---■ ".'.    1 
It V 

"j?"' y-T,. 

^.'i'- W, 
5*'«."" 'XV 

(53) 

(5M 

(55) 

On these assumptions fimpson obtains the  following formulas, connecting 

the temperature variation with the insolation variation: 

y 
4".-y^..  i 

^^SQ::. (56) 

By substituting here values   Q'\ (*;, KK< ~Q.   from Milankovitch's  (1939) 

tables, and by replacing us and u,, with observed mean temperatures of the 

warmest and coldest months  for the corresponding latitudes, Simpson com- 

puted    •Vt    and    A;/      for a number of years of the geologic past and com- 

pared these values with   ~'r      and     &"..    computed according to Milankovitch's 

formulas (51).    The comparison shows that     ^l',-    and     ^   obtained according 

to Simpson's method are about 3 times smaller than the values computed ac- 

cording to Milankovitch's  formulas.    In Simpson's computations    -»      and 

lit. do not exceed 1.5-2o.0 for the deepest insolation peaks.    Hence 

Simpson arrives at a conclusion that Milankovitch's coefficient     p- 

highly overstated. 

is 
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However, this is not quite so. 

Formulas (5'0 and (55)  as well as  (56) are correct only when the 

conditions discussed in section 9 are observed.    Consequently, these 

relations will be true only with substitution of "fictitious" tempera- 

ture values obtained theoretically.    Naturally, the truly observed mean 

temperatures do not satisfy these conditions.     It is sufficient to say 

that meteorological conditions  are different during the summer and winter; 

the snow cover changes the albedo value sharply.    Thus, it can be ascer- 

tained that Simpson's reasonings contain not quite acceptable assumptions. 

11.    Relation Between Solar Irradiation and the Observed Temperature 

A number of authors give tables of mean latitudinal temperatures. 

Usually the mean temperatures of the    warmest and the coldest months of 

the year are determined.    With the aid of Milankovitch's formulas (139, 

p.  171) it is possible to pass  from the mean temperatures of the warmest 

and the coldest months of the year to the mean temperatures of the sum- 

mer and winter half-years. 

The Milankovitch formulas yield 

(57) 

In T.F. Betlyayevay article (i960) a table is given for the monthly 

distribution of mean temperatures for the latitudes every 5° from -70° to 
+80o.    D.I. Stekhnovskiy (1962) gives mean temperatures of lands and oceans 

for the same latitudes, also every 5°. 

On the basis of T.F. Batlyayeva's and D.I. Stekhnorskly's data we com- 

puted the mean values of summer and winter temperatures for all latitudes 

of continents  and oceans  (see Table 12). 

In Fig. 9 are given the curves of distribution of the mean temperature 

by zones  for all the latitudes  end nean temperatures of lands and oceans 

at a given latitude. 
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In section 5 (Table 7) we determined the totals of radiation Qs and 

Qw, obtained by the latitude  •» during one caloric half-year for t = t0 = 

1950.0, expressed in canonical units.    Qs and Qy differ from the mean 

quantities of radiations Wg and Ww only by a constant multiplier. 

Let us assume that the variation of the mean observed temperature 

by latitudes corresponds to the insolation by latitudes, and the deviations 

in mean temperatures, which depend on geographic conditions, are of an 

accidental nature.    We assume that such a relation is also preserved for 

the geological past. 

Then the mean temperature and insolation can be considered as con- 

nected by a functional relation of the following type 

'V-i-M^—'.. I (58) 

here 

Qg, QS are insolations at our selected latitude   ?„---^>0, c-., a., 6,. IJV 

are the coefficients subject to the determination. 

We compile two systems of 1? conditional equations, corresponding to 

latitudes  from 25 to 80° every 5°, for the northern hemisphere.    The other 

system pertains to the winter half-year. 

Similarly,  for the southern hemisphere we also compiled two systems, 

but consisting of 10 conditional equations, corresponding to latitudes 

from 25° to 70° with 5° intervals. 

We substitute 3 variants of the mean seasonal temperatures  (of all 

the lands and oceans)  in the right parts of these conditional equations. 

We designate: as the meaa sunrner and winter temperatures of 

the entire latitude      ; as the mean summer and winter land tem- 

peratures at the latitude       ;      . , the mean summer and winter 

temperatures of the oceans    at the latitude Values with a dash pertain 

to the southern her. 1 sphere. 
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u,^--— 5.00 4-0.0^2051^-12.21, j 

i/ü,r_--17.0  -;-n.0ü42r,SX)„:::5.4S, j. 
ft ^z—11.9 -i-ü.Gor)jSuA/>,,-::3.iü. ] (W 

The great significance of the mean square error for equations of the 

northern hemisphere in the winter half-year, in the case where the ocean 

temperature is under investigation, is explained by a sharp Jump of tem- 

perature  from * = 60° to r = 65° (see Supplement IV) under the influence 

of the Gulf Stream. 

If the conditional equation referring to the 65th parallel is excluded 

from the compilation of the normal system, the value of the mean square 

error will decrease while by will remain almost unchanged (see solution 

(62)). 

The comparatively large values of mean square errors  for the equations 

of the southern hemisphere in the winter half-year are explained by a non- 

uniform distribution of lands and oceans.    There is 71 percent of land 

along parallel T0oS, and not more than 9 percent between 650S - 350S.    If 

the conditional equation  pertaining to the latitude 70° is excluded from 

the compilation of the normal system, than we obtain the  following solu- 

tions 

^ ^ „öv^n -;- oy02rc';A.^, .;: i r i 2, ] 
ill r=r —5.20 -;- 0.0027!iSA^,,.:.: 1.20,   '. 

ü^—G.S7-;-0.;-0;^:'.SJ^ j:-;l.S.    j (^ 

As it appears from (59) and v6l), the coefficient of proportionality 

b8 varies in the northern hemisphere  from 0.0065 to O.OOflU and in the south- 

em hemisphere  from 0.0071 to 0.0089.     It is larger for land and smaller 

for oceans.    There is almost no difference between values bj,  for the north- 

em and southern hemispheres.    On the average the value of the coefficient 

bt ■ 0.0075 Is very close to the value 0.007, determined theoretically by 

M.  Milonkovitch. 
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In the case of the wintur half-year the value of the coefficient bv 

varies from 0.0031* to 0.00U2 in the northern hemisphere and from 0.0026 to 

0.0037 in the southern.    Here there is also no difference in bw for the 

northern and southern hemisphere; in the winter the influence of the dis- 

tribution of land and oceans exerts a lesser influence.    The !r.*in value 

of the coefficient of proportionality bv is 0.0037, i.e., half as much 

as for the fuauner half-year. 

In the course of three million years of the geclogical past it is 

possible to notice an increase or decrease of temperature by 5 - 6° in 

the summer and 2 - 3° in the winter. 
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